About Keynote

The global leader in Web performance testing and monitoring.

• Founded May 1995
• Public, U.S. NASDAQ: “KEYN”
• 4,000 customers
• On-demand infrastructure of over 4,000 measurement computers and mobile devices in more than 275 locations around the world
• 600,000,000 million measurements per day
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Would you want to be the next media ‘Target’ for having a failing site?

The New York Times
Demand at Target for Fashion Line Crashes Web Site

Yahoo! Finance
Target’s blunder with designer continues
Some customers threaten to stop shopping at Target after snafu with Missoni designer line

© 2011 Keynote Systems, Inc.
woof!

We are suddenly extremely popular. You may not be able to access our site momentarily due to unusually high traffic. Please stay here and we’ll try to get you in as soon as we can.

Please know that there is no need to refresh your browser. Your request will automatically retry in 30 seconds.

Thank you and our apologies for the inconvenience.

We're up and running here:
redcard
weekly ad
find it at a store

Read the complete study:
Configure and launch a Web load test in minutes...

Keynote Test Perspective™
Log in to Test Perspective

Username: dkarnowitz
Password: **********

[CHECKBOX] Remember me on this computer

[LOG IN]

Note: username and password are case sensitive.

Please see the navigation provided on the Test Perspective toolbar. Your account includes a ready-to-use test site and some pre-recorded scripts. The web site also provides a description of the features they demonstrate. You can download the sample scripts from the online help and view them with the Test Perspective Recorder.

Keynote Test Perspective is a cost-effective, completely self-service Web site load testing tool. With Test Perspective, you can run the most realistic load tests on-demand and receive immediate feedback on modifications you make to your Web sites.

Working Examples & Practice Server

Your account includes a ready-to-use test site and some pre-recorded scripts. The web site includes a description of the features they demonstrate. You can download the sample scripts from the online help and view them with the Test Perspective Recorder.

The Keynote Difference

Dedicated systems on the Keynote Global Network deliver consistent and repeatable load conditions. Keynote never rents capacity on shared infrastructures or relies upon unstable end-user populations.
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Test Perspective
1,500,000 page views/hour
3 locations
Visit our booth during the break and get a **free** Test Perspective trial account!